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Michigan Archaeologist - 1991
Southwest Cultural Resources Center
Professional Papers - 1983
Ghost Ship of Diamond Shoals - Bland Simpson
2005-04-01
In the misty dawn of January 31, 1921, a Coast
Guardsman on watch at the Cape Hatteras LifeSaving Station sighted a mighty five-masted
schooner, all sails set, wrecked on the
treacherous Diamond Shoals. Rescuers rushed
to the ship, but when they arrived
All-New Fathom Vol. 5 Collected Edition David Wohl
Following the devastating events of "The Elite
Saga", Aspen Matthews finds herself at a
decisive crossroads in her life-with the memories
of her past no longer weighing her down, she is
finally able to set about building a new life in
San Diego once more. But, being the daughter of
two worlds is no easy feat-and Aspen will quickly
discover the winds of change oftentimes lead
directly into the perils of fate!
Shipwrecks of Isle Royale National Park Daniel Lenihan 1994
Within the boundaries of Isle Royale National
Park lie the remains of some of this nation's

most famous shipwrecks. The America, Emperor
and Cox are only three of the significant
treasures. The National Park Service study of
these wrecks was the template for the future
work of the Submerged Cultural Resources Unit.
The study's archeological revelations had a
broad impact on divers and shipwreck
investigation, but the limited press run kept it
from general distribution. Now, the publishers of
Lake Superior Magazine produce a popular
edition to shed important light on this historical
record. This volume will be of immense interest
to shipwreck enthusiasts, divers, researchers
and historians.
The Mystery Ship from 19 Fathoms - 1974
Science - John Michels (Journalist) 1884
Vols. for 1911-13 contain the Proceedings of the
Helminothological Society of Washington, ISSN
0018-0120, 1st-15th meeting.
Seaway Era Shipwrecks - Skip Gillham 1994
Bulletin - Detroit Historical Society - Detroit
Historical Society 1970
Marine Parks & Conservation - Jon Lien 1985
Collection of papers which promote various
viewpoints on different aspects of marine parks
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and conservation in Canada
The Final Report of the National Reservoir
Inundation Study: Technical reports - 1981
The American Encyclopædic Dictionary - 1896
Oceanography Miscellaneous: National
Ocean Pollution Planning Reauthorization
and Great Lakes Pollution Act H.R. 6120 United States. Congress. House. Committee on
Merchant Marine and Fisheries. Subcommittee
on Oceanography 1981
Door County's Emerald Treasure - William H.
Tishler 2006-09-20
With its magnificent forests, bluffs, and
shoreline and its breathtaking views of Green
Bay and Lake Michigan, Door County’s
Peninsula State Park is one of the Midwest’s
most popular attractions. Established in 1909, it
was Wisconsin’s second state park and a key to
pioneering efforts to build a state park system
that would be the envy of the nation. Door
County’s Emerald Treasure explores the rich
history of the park land, from its importance to
Native Americans and early European settlers
through the twentieth century. Bill Tishler
engagingly relates the role of conservationists
and progressives in establishing the state park,
its growing popularity for tourism and
recreation, and efforts to protect the park’s
resources from a variety of threats. Tishler also
tells a larger story of Americans’ intimate
relationship with the land around them and the
challenge to create accessible public spaces that
preserve the natural environment.
Encyclopaedia of Underwater and Maritime
Archaeology - James P. Delgado 1997
The theory and practice of underwater
archaeology includes nearly every
archaeological discipline from prehistoric
archaeology to the modern era.
Inland Seas - 1970
Boys' Life - 1919-02
Boys' Life is the official youth magazine for the
Boy Scouts of America. Published since 1911, it
contains a proven mix of news, nature, sports,
history, fiction, science, comics, and Scouting.
Full Fathom 5000 - Graham Bell 2022
"The abyssal plain. If you could walk directly into

the sea, through the surf and away from the
land, you would be likely to descend a gentle
slope for two or three days. The water over your
head would gradually become deeper, until the
surface was about 200m above, say two average
city blocks away. About this time the gradient
would begin to increase, and soon you are
walking quite steeply downhill, with the surface
rapidly receding. The sediment beneath your
feet will thicken as you approach the edge of the
continent, where the soil and debris washed
from the land eventually accumulates. At the end
of a long day's walk the gradient eases and you
stride out onto a prairie that stretches away into
the far distance, flat and featureless, or
sometimes with rolling hills or even studded
with sudden abrupt mountains. The surface is
now quite far away, not mere city blocks but the
whole downtown core of a large city distant from
where you stand. You have arrived at the edge of
the abyssal plain. The details of your walk will
vary according to where you start out, and might
be quite different if you begin in eastern Canada
and walk into the Atlantic, say, or in western
Canada and walk into the North Pacific. In either
case, though, you will eventually reach the
abyssal plain, where the last of the land has
been left behind and nothing is familiar"-Seaway Review - 1973
Scientific American - 1919
Unravelling the Franklin Mystery - David C.
Woodman 1991-07-25
Woodman maintains that fewer than ten bodies
were found at Starvation Cove and that the last
survivors left the cove in 1851, three years after
the standard account assumes them to be dead.
Woodman also disputes the conclusion of Owen
Beattie and John Geiger's book Frozen in Time
that lead-poisoning was a major contributing
cause of the disaster. Much of the Inuit
testimony presented in Unravelling the Franklin
Mystery has never before been published. The
earliest Woodman quotes was recorded by
Franklin searchers only nine years after the
disappearance of the Franklin team. Inuit
testimony provided Woodman with the pivotal
clue in his re-construction of the puzzle of the
Franklin disaster: I proceeded from the
assumption that all Inuit stories concerning
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white men should have a discoverable factual
basis ... [and] managed to discover a scenario
which allowed use of all of the native
recollections, solved some troubling
discrepancies in the physical evidence, and led
to some significant new conclusions as to the
fate of the beleaguered sailors. Whether or not
one agrees with Woodman's conclusions, his
account is compelling and his analysis
impressive.
Power Boating - 1921
Jonah's Arguments with God - T A Perry
2022-05-03
In this refreshing and thoughtful interpretation
of the biblical book of Jonah, T. A. Perry seeks to
recover the book's prophetic thrust: how Jonah
is cast out from the divine Presence and works
his way back—like Elijah—in a love story of
rejection and reconciliation. This book explores
the role reversal of Eternity and Jonah and
suggests the possibility that God can not only
change his mind, but even be educated.
Unravelling the Franklin Mystery, Second
Edition - David C. Woodman 2015-03-01
David Woodman's classic reconstruction of the
mysterious events surrounding the tragic
Franklin expedition has taken on new
importance in light of the recent discovery of the
HMS Erebus wreck, the ship Sir John Franklin
sailed on during his doomed 1845 quest to find
the Northwest Passage to Asia. First published
in 1991, Unravelling the Franklin Mystery boldly
challenged standard interpretations and offered
a new and compelling alternative. Among the
many who have tried to discover the truth
behind the Franklin disaster, Woodman was the
first to recognize the profound importance of
Inuit oral testimony and to analyze it in depth.
From his investigations, Woodman concluded
that the Inuit likely visited Franklin's ships while
the crew was still on board and that there were
some Inuit who actually saw the sinking of one
of the ships. Much of the Inuit testimony
presented here had never before been
published, and it provided Woodman with the
pivotal clue in his reconstruction of the puzzle of
the Franklin disaster. Unravelling the Franklin
Mystery is a compelling and impressive inquiry
into a part of Canadian history that for one
hundred and seventy years left many questions

unanswered. In this edition, a new preface by
the author addresses the recent discovery and
reviews the work done in the intervening years
on various aspects of the Franklin story, by
Woodman and others, as it applies to the book's
initial premise of the book that Inuit testimony
holds the key to unlocking the mystery.
Broken Seas - Marlin Bree 2012-10-01
This collection of seafaring sagas displays how
sailors fight their way across vast waters, face
unknown dangers, and find the courage to battle
forces of nature with amazing fortitude. This
collection includes the story of Mike Plant,
America's greatest solo sailing racer, as he
headed out to sea from New York harbor never
to be seen again; the journey of one man on a
wooden fishing skiff who faced an early sea ice
storm to search desperately for a lost partner;
the courageous adventure of Gerry Spiess
aboard Yankee Girl, a 10-foot home-built
plywood sloop, as he left Long Beach, California,
to begin a bold voyage in the smallest craft ever
to sail across the Pacific Ocean; and the tragic
legend of the men aboard the Edmund
Fitzgerald who found themselves in a deadly
race against time as a terrible storm deepened.
These powerfully retold stories will sweep
readers into the world of high seas adventure
and desperate survival of outstanding sailors
aboard memorable boats.
The King of Mysteries; Or, The World's
Wonderland - A. G. Feather 1891
Oceanography Miscellaneous - United States.
Congress. House. Committee on Merchant
Marine and Fisheries. Subcommittee on
Oceanography 1982
Bold Sea Stories - Marlin Bree 2020-03-13
Who doesn't love a good sea story? Awardwinning newspaperman Marlin Bree crafts his
true tales about the legends and the lore of the
world's wickedest waters, from the North
Atlantic to the South Pacific, as well as upon
(and in the dark depths) of the world's biggest
inland ocean, Lake Superior. Here are 21
rousing stories of notorious storms, shipwrecks
and courageous crews fighting incredible
challenges -- and usually winning. This is
nonfiction at its award-winning best: full-bodied
tales crafted with a quick pace, a bold narrative,
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and an inspiring conclusion, as well as, now and
then, no dry eyes. All stories are true, with real
people, real boats, real events. They resonate in
your heart.
Wild Gales and Tattered Sails - Paul John
Creviere 1997
Shipwreck Tales of the Great Lakes - Cris Kohl
2003
Submerged Cultural Resources Study - Daniel
Lenihan 1987
Shipwreck Anthropology - School of American
Research (Santa Fe, N.M.) 1983

its rightful place as an important subdiscipline in
the field, the published literature has not kept
pace with the rapid increase in the number of
both prehistoric and historic underwater sites.
The editors have assembled an internationally
distinguished roster of contributors to fill this
gap. The book presents geographical and topical
approaches, and focuses on technology, law,
public and private institutional roles and goals,
and the research and development of future
technologies and public programs.
Copper Country--God's Country - 1973
Motor Boat - 1920
Fathom - 1999

Explore Great Lakes Shipwrecks: Known wrecks
around Whitefish Point and the surrounding area
- Kimm A. Stabelfeldt 1993

Michigan in Books - 1975
Beneath the Inland Seas - 2008

International Handbook of Underwater
Archaeology - Carol V. Ruppe 2013-11-11
Although underwater archaeology has assumed

Annual Report to the Corporation - Neville
Public Museum of Brown County 1968
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